Feelings Scenarios Game

Suggested use:

1. Print the scenarios
2. Print the feelings pictures (a set for each child, or one picture for each child)
3. Read (or ask a child to read) each scenario to the class and ask the children to listen
4. When you have finished reading, ask them to hold up the feelings card that matches
5. Discuss.

Note: for some scenarios, more than one feeling could match; ask children to explain their choice

Differentiation/Extension:

- Print the words for the feelings instead of pictures
- Ask the children to work in pairs/groups to write their own scenarios
1. It is Carla’s birthday. She is having a party today. All her friends are coming. Carla feels....

2. Tom has lost his favourite teddy. Tom feels...

3. Sam and Max have been playing football all day long. They feel...

4. Ali gave his new toy car to his friend, Jim to play with. Jim gave it to another boy who broke it. Ali feels...

5. Tara loves to swim. One day, when Tara is picked up from school her mum tells her they are going to the swimming pool. Tara feels...

6. Conor is on holidays with his family. They are doing lots of fun things together. Conor feels...
7. Susan’s mum is never late to collect her. One day, she gets stuck in traffic and is running a little bit late. Susan feels...

8. There is a big storm. Ying can hear the wind blowing outside. Ying has not heard it before. Ying feels...

Possible answers:
1. Excited, happy
2. Sad, worried
3. Tired, happy
4. Angry, sad, worried
5. Surprised, excited, happy
6. Happy
7. Worried, sad
8. Scared
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